Report

I, BNV, live in Moscow
used via the website med.grabovoi.tech the devices of development of concentration of
eternal life PRK-1U which are adjusted on medical profiles from 17.03.2020 to
11.05.2020.
Used devices: 1. PRK-1U with a function to stop aging and to rejuvenate. 2. PRK-1U
with a function to protect and to cure the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and to
cure the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). 3. PRK-1U with a function to
protect and to cure cancer. 4. PRK-1U with a function to protect against infection from
coronavirus 2019-nCoV (COVID-19), that's been identified in China, and the
function to cure disease caused by that coronavirus. 5. PRK-1U with a function of
development of concentrations which realize events that provide for eternal life for all.
Carried out concentration on the lenses of the devices on the purposes of contrtol:
1. The cessation of aging of the organism, rejuvenation of the organs and systems of
the physical body to ensure eternal life for myself and everyone. Creating the DNA of
eternal life in the body by concentrating on the nucleus of the body's cells.
2. Prevention of access of information of a virus of an immunodeficiency to the
organism, to my children and grandchildren. Information transfer of full treatment
from an immunodeficiency virus to everyone sick in all countries to provide eternal life
to myself and all.
3. Prevention of access of information of a disease of cancer to the organism, to my
children and grandchildren. I didn’t allow to transmit genetically into the future the
information of a disease for myself, for my children and grandchildren for creation of
conditions of disappearance of this disease on all planet and providing eternal life to
myself and all.
4. Protection of my organism, of the organisms of my children and grandchildren
against infection with a coronavirus for providing eternal life to myself and all. Work
on the methods given by G.P. Grabovoi 19.03. 2020 for the purpose of control complete cessation of spread of a coronavirus in all countries and treatment of all
diseased without negative consequences - light from Device 4 directed to the countries on
the map placed on the computer monitor near online broadcasting of the working
Device.
5. Worked on the following tasks for realization of the events providing eternal life
to myself and all:
- Dissemination of the Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi's in all countries and
implementation (development and deployment) of the technologies and instrument systems
based on the methods stated in Grigori Grabovoi's Teachings.
- Realization of an event of private life - full rationing of health of the
cardiovascular system of an organism and restoration of a condition of vessels of legs to
the norm.

- Realization of an event at work - search of the employee on a vacancy for ensuring
harmonious development of the enterprise in the direction of implementation of the tasks.
Simultaneously with the work on the devices, I concentrated on numerical series from
the books of Grigori Grabovoi: - "Restoration of man’s matter by concentration on number
rows", volume 1 and volume 2 - "Restoration of a Human Body by Concentration on
Numbers" - "Normalization of composition of chemical elements by concentration on
numbers" - "Numbers for successful business".
Carried out control by Grigori Grabovoi's methods, given for concentration on PRK-1U
devices: " The Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi about God. A method of use of the
device of development of concentration of eternal life PRK-1U with the use of three
lenses at the same time".
Received results: - Improvement of work of all cardiovascular system. The general
power of an organism and working capacity raised... Noticeable improvement of a
condition of veins of the lower extremities which was not before the work with the PRK1U 1 device. - Recovery from the beginning of the disease of SARS completely in 1
day. Without the use of medications, using the device 5, it was possible to remove
throat inflammation. –
Thanks to three sessions of concentration on device 5 with the use of the numerical series
and technologies recommended by G. Grabovoi for use in the sphere of business it was
succeeded to find the valuable specialist on a vacancy for which could not find the
candidate within 3 months.
I express infinite gratitude to Grigori Petrovich Grabovoi for the unique technologies and
Devices saving life and providing the solution of the major tasks for each person and all
people on Earth on the way to Eternal life.
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